
PHILADELPHIA 

 

Lost in Phily, take me to the nearest middle school. 

Take me to a shoe store, towing my daughter by her hand. 

The minds of the assembled men turned toward Rome. 

They sought equality among themselves and their brothers, 

equal rights not justice for all, that would be the subject 

of a delayed revolution, a deferred revolution whose time 

was yet to come. A people united will not be defeated, 

some said. Some died by firing squad. Some in prisons. 

The profit of corporations within a corporate body 

indemnified the golden rule. Profit outstrips arithmetic. 

The senatorial thing to do is to have your portrait taken  

in front of a book case. The aged poet resembled  

 

wrote Freddie Greenfield, dedicated to John Wieners, 

Amusement Business. Just think, Hemmingway owned 

 

intent: the ax, the wagon, watering can. The eucalyptus 

of family lore, contains all that is Spain, all that is not. 

Where is the art from Río? Where the golden mortar  

  

  

  

I like tabloids, 

 

Nudes for gay white men proliferate in Manhattan.  

Mourn the dead cavalry horses that carpet the prairie.  

Wind-tossed long grass, legs and manes, aligned  

with a northeasterly flow. Gouts of blood where arrows  

pierced, the American flag in tatters (1881 from  

a photographic account of the battle of Little Big Horn).  



Did the assembled men apprehend future truths  

of mutilation? Yankee doodle dandy! Stuff a cock  

in  

lackey with a plumed cockade! Shades  

 

and decadence has just begun. The poet is a nun. 

 

s it been allowed  

Phaedrus 251). The bon vivant, 

who like a beast proceeds to lust and procreation,  

-identity 

of concept to material undoes Symbolic Order 

[1] 

 

topples the soul from its throne atop the pyramid. 

With aberrant, irrational lines, I lift my skirts 

from the mud and fumble my way through the gap  

known as Crotched Mountain, where springs flow,  

a site reserved for rehabilitation. With new shoes 

she cartwheels through the Zodiac, visible joy 

if neighbors would douse their lights. 
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